Minimum audible movement angle: marking the end points of the path traveled by a moving sound source.
Four experienced subjects were tested on their ability to discriminate the direction of motion or the order of events in a single-interval, two-alternative, forced-choice adaptive paradigm. Two conditions, employing a broadband "pink" noise (500-8000 Hz), were examined: (1) A continuous noise was available from the moving sound source during the entire period of travel; and (2) 10-ms noise pulses were presented from the moving source at the beginning and end of the arc traveled (during the interpulse interval the source was inactive). Minimum audible movement angle (MAMA) thresholds were significantly lower when the moving source was active throughout the period of travel (0.914 degrees) than when only the end points of the arc of travel were "marked" (1.604 degrees). These results do not support the notion that the discrimination of motion can be reduced to a simple comparison of the location of the source at signal onset and the position of the source at signal offset. The MAMA thresholds obtained with broadband noise in the current experiment are considerably lower than the thresholds previously observed with tonal targets.